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Game of Duels: Information-Theoretic
Axiomatization of Scoring Rules

Jakša Cvitanić, Dražen Prelec, Sonja Radas , and Hrvoje Šikić

Abstract— This paper aims to develop the insights into1

Bayesian truth serum (BTS) mechanism by postulating a2

sequence of seven natural conditions reminiscent of axioms in3

information theory. The condition that reduces a larger family4

of mechanisms to BTS is additivity, akin to the axiomatic5

development of entropy. The seven conditions identify BTS as6

the unique scoring rule for ranking respondents in situations in7

which respondents are asked to choose an alternative from a8

finite set and provide predictions of their peers’ propensities to9

choose, for finite or infinite sets of respondents.10

Index Terms— Bayesian truth serum, information entropy,11

Shannon theory.12

I. INTRODUCTION13

THE Bayesian truth serum (BTS) algorithm [1] is a game-14

theoretic scoring system, designed to incentivize honest15

responses to non-verifiable questions. For each multiple-choice16

question in a survey, the respondent is asked to both answer17

the question and also to predict the distribution of answers18

by the rest of the survey sample. The prediction is expressed19

in terms of percentages of respondents that will choose each20

possible answer. Once these two inputs are collected from21

all respondents, the algorithm assigns to each respondent a22

numerical BTS score, calculated via a mathematical formula23

(that we recall below).24

The original paper on BTS [1] defined conditions under25

which the scoring rule is strictly incentive-compatible, which26
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means that an honest answer on each question strictly 27

maximizes that respondent’s expected score, assuming that 28

other respondents are answering honestly and the sample 29

size can be made arbitrarily large. BTS incentives have been 30

applied to a range of survey settings, including knowledge 31

design [2], criminology [3], economics and psychology [4], 32

and new product adoption [5]1. 33

This paper is concerned with a different property of the BTS 34

score, namely, that it generates a ranking of respondents that 35

reflects the quality of their information, or domain expertise. 36

We show that a finite version of the BTS score can be obtained 37

as the outcome of a “game of duels” in which each player 38

engages in a duel with every other player (including himself). 39

That is, for each player, under natural conditions on the rules 40

of the game, the payoffs in the “game of duels” are exactly 41

those of BTS. The key condition is the additivity property as 42

employed in the Shannon information theory. 43

It is known that the ranking by the BTS score, in the 44

case of infinitely many players, corresponds to the ranking 45

by posterior probabilities of the true state of nature, called 46

“posteriors” (see [1] and [6]). Unfortunately, this property fails 47

in the case when there are finitely many players. While there 48

exist mechanisms that are incentive compatible in the finite 49

case (e.g., [15]–[17] etc.), it is not difficult to show that no 50

finite case algorithm will rank players by posteriors. In this 51

paper we, instead, rank the players by having them compete 52

pairwise in scored duels. This can be done both in the finite 53

and in the infinite case. The main contribution of the paper 54

is to identify natural conditions under which such a game 55

reproduces BTS scores. 56

Let us elaborate on the connection between BTS, ranking 57

by game of duels and ranking by posteriors, to which we refer 58

as PstRn or posterior ranking. Recently, it was shown in [18] 59

that with infinitely many respondents, the best PstRn expert 60

is also the respondent who selects the answer that is most 61

‘surprisingly common,’ that is, most underestimated relative 62

to predictions. Although the best expert according to PstRn 63

cannot be identified in the finite case, we show that it is 64

possible instead to identify the person who selects the answer 65

that is most surprisingly common through a series of pairwise 66

1For numerous references for the study of various truth-inducing scoring
rules in the game-theoretic context with many players see [6]. When only
one respondent is asked to reveal an opinion on a probability distribution,
the mechanisms that incentivize truth-telling are called proper scoring rules.
The literature goes back all the way back to [7]–[9]. Papers that make a
connection between proper scoring rules and entropy include [10]–[14].
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Fig. 1. Comparison of BTS ranking in finite and infinite samples.

comparisons (or ‘duels’). The ranking of respondents in this67

contest serves as a proxy for the PstRn ranking in the finite68

case. Figure 1 displays the relationships.69

In our model, players play a series of (conceptual) duels.70

After each duel, points are transferred from one player to the71

other2. A player’s final score is the total number of points72

received (or lost). The respondents are ranked according to73

their scores. The nature of the game makes it especially suit-74

able for situations when players are machines. Although this75

approach seems to have little in common with BTS, our main76

contribution lies in establishing a connection between the two.77

Notably, the games of duels in which transfers satisfy certain78

conditions rank the players according to how “generously”79

they predict the shares of the answers they have not chosen,80

and with the additional additivity condition, the only possible81

game of duels is the one that results in BTS scores.82

II. BAYESIAN TRUTH SERUM ALGORITHM83

Here we give a short theoretical exposition of the Bayesian84

Truth Serum. We denote by R the set of players (respondents).85

We assume that R is not empty, not a singleton, and at most86

countable (i.e. the cardinal number of the set R satisfies 2 ≤87

card(R) ≤ ℵ0). Suppose that the players are presented with88

a multiple choice question, offering a choice of m ∈ N \ {1}89

answers (we use the standard mathematical notation where N90

is the set of natural numbers, R is the set of real numbers,91

and R = R
⋃ {−∞}⋃ {+∞} ). Each player picks a simple92

answer (the one s/he thinks is the correct one) and gives a93

prediction in terms of probabilities about the distribution of m94

answers within R.3 More precisely, we present the answer of95

2This means that each of the duels results in a transfer of points between
players. The order of duels is not important, and there is no interdependence
of duels. Although for each of the players her/his duels occur in a sequence,
the procedure can be implemented so that different set of players engage in
duels simultaneously.

3The latter question is usually asked in the following way: “please estimate
the percentage of your peers who will choose answer k”, and the question is
repeated for each k = 1,..,m.

a player r ∈ R as a pair of ordered probability vectors 96

((xr
1, . . . , xr

m); (yr
1, . . . , yr

m)); (1) 97

where xr
1, . . . , xr

m ∈ {0, 1} , and yr
1, . . . , yr

m ∈ [0, 1] such that 98∑m
k=1 xr

k = 1 and
∑m

k=1 yr
k = 1. Exactly one of xr

k is equal 99

to one (the non-zero term which corresponds to the selected 100

answer), while (yr
1, . . . , yr

m) is a probability distribution on 101

{1, 2, . . . , m}. As a consequence, answers of all the players 102

can be presented as a (finite or infinite) matrix (X; Y ); it is of 103

the order card(R)×2m and its rth row, r ∈ R, is given by (1). 104

We want to assign a numerical score to each player based 105

on (X; Y ), denoted 106

ur = ur (X; Y ) ; (2) 107

for player r ∈ R. Eventually, we expect our scores to be real- 108

valued, but here at the outset we shall not restrict ourselves 109

and in principle we allow even for infinite values, i.e. 110

ur (X; Y ) ∈ R. (3) 111

A. The Score in Bayesian Truth Serum 112

To develop the formula for the score, we shall use the nota- 113

tion
∑

s∈R in both finite and infinite case. If R is finite, then 114∑
s∈R has its usual meaning of the sum over all elements of R. 115

We define x := (x1, . . . , xm) where xk := 1
card(R)

∑
s∈R x S

k , 116

for k = 1,…,m.It is easy to see that xk represent arithmetic 117

means of X-columns. We also define ŷ := (ŷ1, . . . , ŷm) where 118

ln (ŷk) := 1
card(R)

∑
s∈R ln(ys

k) for k = 1,…,m. Here ŷk are 119

geometric means of Y -columns. 120

If R is infinite, then we write R = ⋃
n∈N

Rn , where 121

card (Rn) = n, and the meaning of
∑

s∈R is in the sense 122

of limn→∞
∑

s∈Rn
; the notation comes together with the 123

assumption that the limit exists within R. We extend the 124

definition of x := (x1, . . . , xm) so that we define 125

xk := limn→∞
1

n

∑

s∈Rn
xs

k . 126

Similarly, we extend the definition of ŷ := (ŷ1, . . . , ŷm) by 127

defining 128

ln (ŷk) := limn→∞
1

n

∑

s∈Rn

ln(ys
k). 129

Using the notation above, the respondent’s BTS score in [1] 130

is defined as 131

ur (X; Y) :=
∑m

k=1
xr

k ln
xk

ŷk
+

∑m

k=1
xk ln

yr
k

xk
; (4) 132

where r ∈ R. The first part of the sum is called the information 133

score, while the second one is called the prediction score [1]. 134

B. Bayesian Truth Serum in Applications 135

BTS method can be applied in survey settings, as explained 136

in [1]. In applications, this algorithm works as follows: 137

1) It is explained to the respondents that they will be 138

rewarded according to the BTS scoring rule. The rule 139

itself is not explained, except that the respondents are 140

told that it is incentive compatible. 141
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2) Respondents are asked to report their answer from m142

offered alternatives. For a chosen respondent r this will143

create the vector (xr
1, . . . , xr

m).144

3) Respondents are asked to predict how others will choose.145

This will create the vector (yr
1, . . . , yr

m) for the respon-146

dent r .147

4) Respondents are rewarded according to the BTS scoring148

rule (outlined in (4)).149

It was shown in [1] that the BTS scoring rule is budget bal-150

anced, and allows a strict Nash equilibrium in which everyone151

responds honestly. It is shown in [1] and [6] that rank-ordering152

respondents by their BTS score is the same as rank-ordering153

them by their posterior probability for the realized state of154

nature. In [19] it was experimentally demonstrated that BTS155

alters respondents’ behavior in the desired direction, which156

makes it suitable for survey applications.157

C. A Bayesian Framework and Ranking of Players158

For theoretical studies of BTS, the following Bayesian159

framework is assumed. We assume that respondents are pre-160

sented via a family (V (r) : r ∈ R) of random variables161

taking values in {1, . . . , m}. We also assume that there is a162

random variable �, the actual state of nature, with finitely163

many values N . It is standard to assume that (V (r) : r ∈ R)164

are �-conditionally i.i.d. Hence, the complete probability165

distribution of the system is given via the distribution of the166

2-dimensional random vector (V (r0) ,�) (notice that we can167

take any r0 ∈ R here due to �-conditional i.i.d. assumption).168

Obviously, this distribution is given as a m × N probability169

matrix Q. In particular, the probabilities170

p jk := P (V (r) = j, V (s) = k) , r �= s171

do not depend on the choice of r and s, as long as r �= s; r, s ∈172

R. Within this Bayesian framework the theoretical analysis of173

the system is done under the assumption that the values yr
j174

are given through Bayesian updating (see, for example [6] for175

details). More precisely, assuming that xr
k = 1, we have176

yr
j = P (V (r) = j |V (s) = k) = p jk

∑m
l=1 plk

.177

We can write xr
k = 1 as V (r) = k. Notice that the vectors178

(xr
k) and (yr

j ) allow us to compute the BTS payoff ur (X; Y)179

to player r . Then, it can be shown that (see [1] and [19]),180

ur = ur (X; Y) = ln (P (� = i0 | V (r) = k))181

−
m∑

j=1

P (V (r) = j | � = i0) ln(P(� = i0|V (r) = j));182

where i0 denoted the true state of nature and card (R) = ℵ0.183

In particular, the above formula shows that for the infinite set184

of respondents BTS is increasing in the posterior probabilities,185

a property called Posterior Ranking or PstRn. However, PstRn186

does not hold with finitely many players. We now identify187

a property that is equivalent to PstRn with infinitely many188

players, which will hold also in the finite case under our189

mechanism.190

For simplicity, let us turn to the binary case where m = 2.191

We denote possible answers as Y and N . We also assume192

that there are two states of nature “True” and “False”. 193

We identify states of nature with distributions on (Y,N), 194

i.e. “True” = (T, 1-T) and “False” = (F,1-F), where T,F ∈ 195

(0,1) and T �= F . Observe that T = P(V (r) = Y |� = True) 196

and analogous formula holds for F . We also denote P(� = 197

True) as P(T ) and P(� = False) as P (F) . 198

We introduce the property of “being modest to oneself”, 199

called Mds, defined as, for player r, 200

T

yr
Y

>
1 − T

ys
N

; 201

where xr
Y = 1, r �= s and xs

N = 1. This condition 202

essentially considers how players predict the share of their 203

chosen answers compared to the realized percentage. Player r 204

satisfies Mds if she underestimates the share of her chosen 205

answer Y more than the player s does for his chosen answer N. 206

In that sense the player r is more “modest”. 207

We also introduce the property “being generous to others”, 208

called Gen, by 209

T

ys
Y

>
1 − T

yr
N

; 210

where xr
Y = 1, r �= s and xs

N = 1. While Mds considers 211

how players predict the percentage of people who choose the 212

same answer as them, the condition Gen considers how players 213

predict the share of the opposite answer. Player r satisfies 214

Gen if her prediction of the opposite answer N is closer to 215

the real percentage compared to what player s predicts for 216

the answer Y. In other words, the player r underestimates 217

her non-chosen answer less than player s underestimates his 218

non-chosen answer. In this sense player r is more “generous” 219

than player s. 220

Observe that Mds and Gen can both be interpreted as “the 221

player has selected a surprisingly common answer”. 222

An elementary calculation shows that we have 223

pY Y = T 2 P (T ) + F2 P (F) 224

pY N = pNY = T (1 − T )P (T ) + F(1 − F)P (F) 225

pN N = (1 − T )2 P (T ) + (1 − F)2 P (F) . 226

Furthermore, we have, for xr
Y = 1, 227

yr
Y = T 2 P (T ) + F2 P (F)

T P (T ) + F P (F)
; 228

and, similarly, for xr
N = 1, 229

yr
N = (1 − T )2 P (T ) + (1 − F)2 P (F)

(1 − T )P (T ) + (1 − F)P (F)
. 230

It is now a straightforward algebraic calculation to check that 231

under the assumptions that r, s ∈ R, r �= s, xr
Y = 1, xs

N = 1 232

we have 233

ur > us (5) 234

⇔ P (�=True | V (r)=Y) > P (�=True | V (s) = N) (6) 235

⇔ T > F (7) 236

⇔ T

yr
Y

>
1 − T

ys
N

⇔ T

ys
Y

>
1 − T

yr
N

. (8) 237
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Observe that the first and the second equivalence do not238

make sense if we are not within a stochastic framework. The239

first equivalence is PstRn. Hence, we have five equivalent240

conditions, one of which is BTS. However, in the finite case,241

the above equivalences do not all hold. We will show below242

that in our deterministic mechanism (“game of duels”) the Gen243

equivalence remains and it is valid both in the finite and the244

infinite case.245

III. A SYSTEM OF CONDITIONS246

We will develop a system of conditions that results in247

scores (4). In our approach players get ranked via simultaneous248

conceptual duels. Each duel has a “challenger”, player r ∈ R,249

and an “offender”, player s ∈ R.4 We denote such duel250

as r → s. Each respondent plays a duel with every other251

respondent, including oneself.252

Each duel r → s ends with a transfer of points from player253

r to player s. We denote the number of transferred points by254

T r→s = T r→s (X; Y ) ∈ R. (9)255

We can think of positive T r→s as the winning case for256

the offender, while negative T r→s means that the challenger257

prevails. All the possible duels are to be performed (including258

the duel with oneself) in order to determine scores ur for all259

respondents r ∈ R. In particular, if R is finite, there will be260

[card(R)]2 duels.261

Let us introduce the basic rule for a duel. For every r ∈ R262

the score ur equals the number of received points minus the263

number of given points, i.e.264

ur =ur (X, Y)=
∑

s∈R
T s→r (X; Y )−

∑

s∈R
T r→s (X; Y )265

(10)266

There are two immediate important consequences of (10).267

First, assuming that all the sums are finite-valued (which is268

the only interesting case), the duel is a zero-sum game,269

∑

r∈R
ur =

∑

r∈R

∑

s∈R
T s→r −

∑

r∈R

∑

s∈R
T r→s =0.270

(11)271

The second consequence of (10) is that the description of272

ur reduces to the description of T r→s . We will present a set of273

seven conditions about T r→s that generate BTS algorithm (4).274

For each condition we give an intuitive justification (which275

may include some ideas from statistics) and a formal statement276

(which is always going to be deterministic).277

The first six conditions are natural to impose and their278

combined effect will be that, for every r, s ∈ R, for some279

function P we have280

T r→s (X; Y ) =
m∑

k=1

xs
k P

(
xk; yr

k

) ;281

where xk is the sample mean. The seventh condition will282

be the additivity condition, which will reduce the above283

representation to BTS.284

4We use traditional duel terminology, where one player (offender) offends
the other (challenger), who in turn challenges the first player to a duel

Our first condition is very much in the spirit of medieval 285

duels. We can interpret it as “the offender chooses the play- 286

ground for the duel”. 287

Condition 1: The challenger r will transfer points to the 288

offender s based on the x answer of the offender s. More 289

precisely, for every r, s ∈ R and for every k ∈ {1, . . . , m} 290

there exists a number Prs
k (X; Y ) ∈ R such that 291

T r→s (X; Y ) =
∑m

k=1
xs

k Prs
k (X; Y ) . (12) 292

Observe that Condition 1 reduces our analysis from T r→s
293

to Prs
k . Observe also that, for every s ∈ R, there is exactly 294

one k ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that xs
k = 1. Hence, we can think of 295

that k as being the function of s, i.e. k = k(s). It follows then 296

that (12) becomes 297

T r→s (X; Y ) = Prs
k(s)(X; Y ). (13) 298

In order to understand the second condition, we introduce the 299

following partition of R 300

Rk := {s ∈ R|xs
k = 1}, k = 1, . . . , m. (14) 301

Obviously, the partition R = R1
⋃

. . . .
⋃

Rm is a function 302

of X . Fix k for a moment and consider Rk , which is a subset of 303

players who choose the same answer k. In general, the number 304

of points Prs
k may vary as s changes within Rk . The purpose 305

of our second condition is to prevent this from happening, i.e. 306

that condition can be thought of as “the egalitarian principle 307

within Rk .” 308

Condition 2: Given r ∈ R and k ∈ {1, . . . , m} we have 309

s, s
′ ∈ Rk ⇒ Prs

k (X; Y ) = Prs
′

k (X; Y ). 310

Condition 2 says that if offenders s, s
′ ∈ R choose the same 311

answer, then in the duels with all challengers they will receive 312

the same number of points. Observe that Condition 2 includes 313

even the cases when for some k the set Rk may be an empty 314

set; in this case the implication in Condition 2 is true, since 315

the premise of the implication is never true. Using a slight 316

abuse of notation (think of k = k(s)), Condition 2 implies 317

that 318

Prs
k (X; Y ) = Pr

k (X; Y ). (15) 319

In order to understand the third condition, observe that by 320

choosing the answer k, the offender s decides (given that r 321

is known) on a type of function Pr
k that will be used in the 322

duel r → s. However, the Pr
k will in general still depend on 323

(X; Y ). Our next condition can be thought of as strengthening 324

Condition 1. The offender s chooses the playground k, and in 325

doing so it reduces the variable dependence accordingly. 326

Condition 3: For every r ∈ R and for every k ∈ {1, . . . , m}, 327

Pr
k (X; Y ) = Pr

k ((xq
k )q∈R; (yq

k )q∈R). 328

Next we turn to Condition 4 which has a deterministic form, 329

but which can be justified using some ideas from statistics. 330

One of the main problems in statistical analysis is to make 331

inference about some unknown parameter θ . The inference 332

is based on the information given in a sample X1, . . . , Xn . 333

If t is a sufficient statistic for θ , then whenever we have two 334

sample points x = (x1, . . . , xn) and x ′ = (x ′
1, . . . , x ′

n) with 335
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the property T (x) = T (x
′
), then the inference about θ is the336

same regardless whether x or x ′ is observed. A typical example337

is a Bernoulli sample in which the sufficient statistics for the338

probability of success is the sample mean.339

We argue here that the X-part of our data is akin340

to the Bernoulli sample set-up. We are interested in341

ω = (ω1, . . . , ωn), where ωk gives the actual fraction of the342

population that thinks k is the correct answer to the original343

question. Hence, since we are interested in ωk , then the344

average value gives as much information about ωk as the entire345

k-th column of the matrix X, i.e. (xq
k )q∈R . Therefore, we term346

our fourth condition “the data reduction principle for X”.347

Condition 4: For every r ∈ R and for every k ∈ {1, . . . , m},348

Pr
k

((
xq

k

)
q∈R ; (

yq
k

)
q∈R

)
= Pr

k (xk; (yq
k )q∈R).349

Our second data reduction principle deals with Y. Our350

conditions so far provided the offender s with the advantage351

to “choose the playground” k. In the next condition we give352

an advantage to the challenger r by giving him/her an option353

to “choose the weapon”. We can think of it as allowing the354

challenger to select some information from the kth column of355

Y in order to predict ωk . We assume that the challenger is356

very self-confident and uses only his/her own choice yr
k . This357

gives us the data reduction principle for Y .358

Condition 5: For every r ∈ R and for every k ∈ {1, . . . , m},359

Pr
k (xk; (yq

k )q∈R) = Pr
k (xk; yr

k ).360

Observe that our conditions have reduced a function defined361

on a matrix (X; Y ) to a function defined on a pair of numbers362

(xk; yr
k ) which are between 0 and 1. However, at this level of363

generality we still allow the form of the function to change364

with r or with k (i.e. the function can vary with the choice365

of different players or responses). A system that would allow366

for such level of generality would not be very practical, as for367

every k and every r we would have a different function Pr
k .368

Hence we opt for a more robust selection and introduce the369

following “universality condition”.370

Condition 6: There exists a function P : [0, 1]×[0, 1] → R371

such that for every r ∈ R and for every k ∈ {1, . . . , m} we372

have Pr
k = P.373

In other words, Condition 6 ensures that function Pr
k is the374

same for every player r and for every answer k.375

To recap, the first six conditions imply that, for every376

r, s ∈ R377

T r→s (X; Y ) =
∑m

k=1
xs

k P
(
xk; yr

k

)
. (16)378

Remark on Ranking of Players: Consider a finite set R and379

a function P given by380

P (x, y) = 1

card(R)
[ f (x) − f (y)] ;381

where f : (0, 1) → R. For the purpose of this discussion, let382

us also assume that the same x response implies the same383

y response, i.e., (xr
k = 1 = xs

k ⇒ yr
j = ys

j for every384

j ∈ {1, . . . m}). Then, we can use notation yk
j = yr

j for385

xr
k = 1. It is not difficult to calculate ur for xr

k = 1. We386

obtain 387

ur = f (xk) −
∑m

l=1
xl f

(
yk

l

)
−

∑m

l=1
xl( f (xl) − f

(
yk

l

)
). 388

Consider now the case m = 2, with two answers being Y 389

and N. To simplify notation, denote xY by p, yY
Y by y, and y N

Y 390

by z. If xr
Y = 1, then we denote ur by uY (and similarly for 391

uN ). Observe that we are in a deterministic situation, so we 392

do not have neither states of nature nor yr
j which are given by 393

Bayesian update. Hence, y, z ∈ (0, 1) with y �= z as the only 394

requirement. We then obtain 395

uY = f (p) − (p f (y) + (1 − p) f (z)) − [p ( f (p) − f (y)) 396

+ (1 − p)( f (1 − p) − f (1 − y))] 397

= (1 − p) [ f (p) − f (z) + f (1 − y) − f (1 − p)]; 398

uN = f (1 − p) − (p f (1 − y) + (1 − p) f (1 − z)) 399

− [p ( f (p)− f (z)) + (1 − p)( f (1 − p)− f (1−z))] 400

= p [ f (1 − p) − f (1 − y) + f (z) − f (p)] . 401

It follows then that 402

uY > uN ⇔ f (1 − y) − f (1 − p) > f (z) − f (p). 403

It is easier to follow the argument if we assume that f 404

is also a strictly increasing function. Observe that the above 405

condition is then essentially Gen-type condition, in the sense 406

that Y player has a higher score if and only if she predicts 407

the opposite answer more generously (in the sense of an f 408

increment) than N player predicts the opposite answer. 409

If we want to have exactly the Gen condition, then we need 410

the “same f increments”, i.e., we need f (x1) − f (x2) = 411

f ( x1
x2

). In other words, we need the additivity property. Inter- 412

estingly enough, this property works even more generally, and 413

our last condition takes this point into consideration. 414

Before turning back to our condition system, let us observe 415

that in a deterministic framework, i.e., when y, z ∈ (0, 1) 416

with y �= z, conditions Gen and Mds are not equivalent. 417

Given p ∈ (0, 1), Mds says that p/
y > (1 − p)/

z, which 418

is equivalent to z >
(
(1 − p)

/
p

)
y. On the other hand, 419

Gen says that p/
z > (1 − p)

/
(1 − y), which is equivalent to 420

z <
(

p/
(1 − p)

)
(1 − y) . 421

Let us now turn our attention to the last and the most 422

demanding condition. In order to justify it, we borrow ideas 423

from information theory5. Consider two identical games of 424

duels with the same players participating, with transfers 425

P
(

xi
k; yri

k

)
, i = 1, 2. Assume each player chooses an alterna- 426

tive in the second game independently from his choice in the 427

first game, and independently of each other. Also consider a 428

hypothetical “combined” third game that considers the pair 429

alternatives the players have made in the first two games. 430

Denote by xkl the proportion of the players choosing alterna- 431

tive (k,l). If the number of players is large, under independence 432

assumption we have approximately xkl = xl
k · x2

l . Then, 433

the additivity condition translates into a “scaling of transfers” 434

5In particular, one may consult a chapter on a measure of information in [20]
with the emphasis on section 1.2.
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condition: the corresponding transfers in the combined game435

should be equal to the sum of transfers in the two original436

games. In other words, if a game is composed of (independent)437

subgames, the transfers should scale at the same rate as the438

number of subgames.439

As in [20] we exclude the case of zero and treat it separately440

(see also [1]). Hence, we introduce the additivity property441

condition in the following form.442

Condition 7: The restriction P|〈0 ,1]×〈0 ,1] of the function443

P given in (12) is a continuous function such that, for every444

u ∈ 〈0 , 1], P (u; u) = 0, and for every u1, u2, v1, v2 ∈ 〈0 , 1],445

P(u1u2; v1v2) = P(u1; v1) + P(u2; v2).446

Observe that if the selected “playground information” of447

the offender results in xk which is exactly equal to the “chal-448

lenger information”, then the natural outcome is “a draw”,449

i.e. P (u, u) = 0. As in Shannon theory, the consequence of450

Condition 7 is the following well-known result:451

Lemma: If h : 〈0 , 1] → R is continuous and such that,452

for every u, v ∈ 〈0 , 1], h (uv) = h (u) + h (v) , then h (u) =453

a · ln(u), where a = −h(e−1).454

Recall that the additivity property is very strong. The455

conclusion of the lemma follows even with much milder456

requirements than continuity on function h; for example it is457

sufficient to require monotonicity or measurability. Although458

this would allow us to reduce the requirement on continuity459

given in Condition 7, in order to avoid unnecessary mathemat-460

ical intricacies we presented Condition 7 in the above form.461

The lemma implies:462

Corollary: If a functionP : 〈0 , 1] × 〈0 , 1] → R satisfies463

Condition 7, then there exists a ∈ R such that, for every u, v ∈464

〈0 , 1], P (u; v) = a · ln
( u

v

)
.465

Proof : Take u1 = u, u2 = 1, v1 = v, v2 = 1 in466

Condition 7. We obtain P (u; v) = P (u; 1) + P (1; v) . We467

start with the function u → P(u; 1). If we apply Condition 7468

with v1 = v2 = 1, we obtain469

P (u1u2; 1) = P (u1; 1) + P (u2; 1) .470

Hence, u → P(u; 1) satisfies the requirement of the lemma.471

We conclude that there exists a ∈ R such that P (u; 1) =472

a · ln (u).473

Consider now the function v → P(1; v). If we apply474

Condition 7 with u1 = u2 = 1, we obtain475

P (1; v1v2) = P (1; v1) + P (1; v2) .476

Again, using the lemma we conclude that there exists b ∈ R477

such that P (1; v) = b · ln(v).478

Finally, using P (u; u) = 0 and P (u; u) = P (u; 1) +479

P (1; u) = a · ln(u) + b · ln(u), we obtain b = −a. Hence, for480

every u, v ∈ 〈0 , 1], it follows P (u; v) = a · ln
( u

v

)
.481

Q.E.D.482

Remark: We need to decide on a particular choice of the483

normalizing constant a ∈ R from the previous corollary.484

Suppose for the moment that the challenger r has selected485

yr
k = 1, for some k. This implies yr

l = 0 for all l �= k, i.e.486

the challenger has put his entire trust on k. If, in this case,487

“the playground chosen by the offender” is indeed k, then it 488

is the challenger who should earn points in this duel. More 489

precisely, if 0 < u < 1, then P (u, 1) < 0, and it follows that 490

a > 0. (17) 491

What is then the natural choice for the constant a? This is 492

now just the matter of normalization. Suppose for the moment 493

that all offenders have chosen playground k. In that case the 494

challenger would receive in total6 −a · card(R) · P(xk; 1) 495

points in the finite case, and −a(Rn) · card(Rn) · P(xk; 1) 496

points in the infinite case. It is natural to normalize so that 497

the total is −P(xk; 1) points. Hence we define the constant a 498

to be 499

a = 1

card(R)
in the finite case, or 500

a (Rn) = 1

card(Rn)
in the infinite case. (18) 501

Theorem 1. If the scoring system satisfies Conditions 1-7 502

and condition (18), then the resulting system is the Bayesian 503

Truth Serum algorithm, i.e,. ur satisfies (4). 504

Proof: Without loss of generality we present the proof for 505

the finite case. In the infinite case we can use exactly the same 506

proof under the limit sign 1
n

∑
s∈Rn

. 507

Using (12) and the Corollary, we obtain 508

ur = ur (X, Y) =
∑

s∈R
T s→r (X; Y ) −

∑

s∈R
T r→s (X; Y ) 509

=
∑

s∈R

m∑

k=1

xr
k

1

card (R)

(

ln
xk

ys
k

)

510

−
∑

s∈R

m∑

k=1

xs
k

1

card (R)

(

ln
xk

yr
k

)

. 511

The first sum becomes 512

∑

s∈R

m∑

k=1

xr
k

1

card (R)

(
ln (xk) − ln

(
ys

k

))
513

=
m∑

k=1

xr
k

[
1

card (R)

∑

s∈R

ln (xk) − 1

card (R)

∑

s∈R

ln
(
ys

k

)
]

. 514

Since the choice of k depends on r (not on s), we obtain 515

1

card (R)

∑

s∈R

ln (xk) = ln (xk) . 516

On the other hand, 517

1

card (R)

∑

s∈R

ln
(
ys

k

) = ln
(
ŷk

)
. 518

It follows that the first sum equals
∑m

k=1 xr
k ln

(
xk
ŷk

)
, i.e. equals 519

the information score in (4). For the second sum we obtain 520

−
∑

s∈R

m∑

k=1

xs
k

1

card (R)

(

ln
xk

yr
k

)

=
∑

s∈R

m∑

k=1

xs
k

1

card (R)
ln

yr
k

xk
521

=
m∑

k=1

ln
yr

k

xk

(
1

card (R)

m∑

k=1

xs
k

)

=
m∑

k=1

xk ln
yr

k

xk
. 522

6In total here means from all the offenders.
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This is equal to prediction score in (4).523

Q.E.D.524

Remark: We would like to emphasize a parallelism525

between “entropy ↔ information” vs. “BTS ↔ informa-526

tion/prediction”. This parallelism does not mean that one can527

be constructed from the other.528

First, observe that entropy can be constructed in a similar529

way, as the one described in this paper. Instead of (X; Y )530

data, consider only (X). Instead of playing duels both ways,531

consider r only as a “challenger” (one can think of it as r532

“collecting” information data from other players). Hence533

ur (X) = −
∑

s∈R
T r→s (X).534

Suppose that transfers, now only functions of X, satisfy the535

conditions analogous to the first six conditions in this paper,536

i.e., we end up with a function P (x) . Impose the last condition537

on P to be the usual additivity condition. Using the same538

calculation as in the proof of the previous theorem, we obtain539

that540

ur (X) = −
∑m

k=1
xk ln(xk),541

which is the entropy of X . The difference between the input542

data, i.e. (X,Y) vs. only (X), is a crucial one. Consider the BTS543

with the case where Y “does not reveal anything new”. More544

precisely, yr
k = 1

m for every k and r (this, of course, is only for545

academic purpose). It is then easy to check that, with xr
k0

= 1546

for a particular k0 and r , BT Sr = entropy (xk) + ln(xk0
).547

Observe that the correction factor ln(xk0 ) is precisely the one548

required to keep the zero sum game property.549

Secondly, it is also possible to connect entropy somewhat550

more directly with the BTS in the following way. From the six551

conditions we obtain the form P (X, Y ). Assume that we can552

separate the variables; say P (x, y) = H (x) − G(y). Impose553

a natural condition that “prediction = actual information” is554

a draw, i.e., that P (a, a) = 0. Obviously then H = G.555

Imposing any entropy-like condition on the second sum (it556

could be the additivity of G, the proper scoring rule, or even557

the truth-incentive condition if one wants to work within the558

Bayesian framework), it can be shown that G is the log559

function (up to a linear transformation). Consequently, as in560

the proof of the theorem it follows that ur (X) = BT Sr (up561

to a linear transformation).562

IV. CONCLUSION563

The Bayesian truth serum has been successfully tested564

on human subjects and in a variety of settings in terms of565

incentive-compatibility for truth-telling. However, there are566

situations where telling the truth is not a major issue, but567

the ranking system is. Moreover, BTS can also be applied568

in contexts where players are machines (for example measur-569

ing information-prediction capability in meteorology, finance,570

medicine, etc.). In those cases the implementation would shift571

from truth-telling to ranking systems.572

Our ranking is based on a new deterministic mechanism573

called a “game of duels.” There is a large subfamily of those574

mechanisms in which the ranking of players in the binary575

case is essentially equivalent to a property we call Gen, 576

which, in the case of infinitely many players, is equivalent 577

to ranking by posterior probabilities. This is similar to the 578

information-cost analysis in which there are many families of 579

functions that will fulfill most properties of standard entropy 580

(so called “sub-exponential” functions can be used instead 581

of entropy; see [21] and the references therein). However, 582

if one wants the additivity property of the uncertainty measure 583

(see [20] for details), then one ends with the standard entropy. 584

Similarly, if one wants additivity for the transfer of points in 585

the game of duels, one ends up with BTS. In future research, 586

it would be of interest to study whether additivity can be 587

replaced by incentive compatibility in a stochastic setting with 588

infinitely many players without additional assumptions that we 589

impose. 590
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Game of Duels: Information-Theoretic
Axiomatization of Scoring Rules

Jakša Cvitanić, Dražen Prelec, Sonja Radas , and Hrvoje Šikić

Abstract— This paper aims to develop the insights into1

Bayesian truth serum (BTS) mechanism by postulating a2

sequence of seven natural conditions reminiscent of axioms in3

information theory. The condition that reduces a larger family4

of mechanisms to BTS is additivity, akin to the axiomatic5

development of entropy. The seven conditions identify BTS as6

the unique scoring rule for ranking respondents in situations in7

which respondents are asked to choose an alternative from a8

finite set and provide predictions of their peers’ propensities to9

choose, for finite or infinite sets of respondents.10

Index Terms— Bayesian truth serum, information entropy,11

Shannon theory.12

I. INTRODUCTION13

THE Bayesian truth serum (BTS) algorithm [1] is a game-14

theoretic scoring system, designed to incentivize honest15

responses to non-verifiable questions. For each multiple-choice16

question in a survey, the respondent is asked to both answer17

the question and also to predict the distribution of answers18

by the rest of the survey sample. The prediction is expressed19

in terms of percentages of respondents that will choose each20

possible answer. Once these two inputs are collected from21

all respondents, the algorithm assigns to each respondent a22

numerical BTS score, calculated via a mathematical formula23

(that we recall below).24

The original paper on BTS [1] defined conditions under25

which the scoring rule is strictly incentive-compatible, which26
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means that an honest answer on each question strictly 27

maximizes that respondent’s expected score, assuming that 28

other respondents are answering honestly and the sample 29

size can be made arbitrarily large. BTS incentives have been 30

applied to a range of survey settings, including knowledge 31

design [2], criminology [3], economics and psychology [4], 32

and new product adoption [5]1. 33

This paper is concerned with a different property of the BTS 34

score, namely, that it generates a ranking of respondents that 35

reflects the quality of their information, or domain expertise. 36

We show that a finite version of the BTS score can be obtained 37

as the outcome of a “game of duels” in which each player 38

engages in a duel with every other player (including himself). 39

That is, for each player, under natural conditions on the rules 40

of the game, the payoffs in the “game of duels” are exactly 41

those of BTS. The key condition is the additivity property as 42

employed in the Shannon information theory. 43

It is known that the ranking by the BTS score, in the 44

case of infinitely many players, corresponds to the ranking 45

by posterior probabilities of the true state of nature, called 46

“posteriors” (see [1] and [6]). Unfortunately, this property fails 47

in the case when there are finitely many players. While there 48

exist mechanisms that are incentive compatible in the finite 49

case (e.g., [15]–[17] etc.), it is not difficult to show that no 50

finite case algorithm will rank players by posteriors. In this 51

paper we, instead, rank the players by having them compete 52

pairwise in scored duels. This can be done both in the finite 53

and in the infinite case. The main contribution of the paper 54

is to identify natural conditions under which such a game 55

reproduces BTS scores. 56

Let us elaborate on the connection between BTS, ranking 57

by game of duels and ranking by posteriors, to which we refer 58

as PstRn or posterior ranking. Recently, it was shown in [18] 59

that with infinitely many respondents, the best PstRn expert 60

is also the respondent who selects the answer that is most 61

‘surprisingly common,’ that is, most underestimated relative 62

to predictions. Although the best expert according to PstRn 63

cannot be identified in the finite case, we show that it is 64

possible instead to identify the person who selects the answer 65

that is most surprisingly common through a series of pairwise 66

1For numerous references for the study of various truth-inducing scoring
rules in the game-theoretic context with many players see [6]. When only
one respondent is asked to reveal an opinion on a probability distribution,
the mechanisms that incentivize truth-telling are called proper scoring rules.
The literature goes back all the way back to [7]–[9]. Papers that make a
connection between proper scoring rules and entropy include [10]–[14].

0018-9448 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of BTS ranking in finite and infinite samples.

comparisons (or ‘duels’). The ranking of respondents in this67

contest serves as a proxy for the PstRn ranking in the finite68

case. Figure 1 displays the relationships.69

In our model, players play a series of (conceptual) duels.70

After each duel, points are transferred from one player to the71

other2. A player’s final score is the total number of points72

received (or lost). The respondents are ranked according to73

their scores. The nature of the game makes it especially suit-74

able for situations when players are machines. Although this75

approach seems to have little in common with BTS, our main76

contribution lies in establishing a connection between the two.77

Notably, the games of duels in which transfers satisfy certain78

conditions rank the players according to how “generously”79

they predict the shares of the answers they have not chosen,80

and with the additional additivity condition, the only possible81

game of duels is the one that results in BTS scores.82

II. BAYESIAN TRUTH SERUM ALGORITHM83

Here we give a short theoretical exposition of the Bayesian84

Truth Serum. We denote by R the set of players (respondents).85

We assume that R is not empty, not a singleton, and at most86

countable (i.e. the cardinal number of the set R satisfies 2 ≤87

card(R) ≤ ℵ0). Suppose that the players are presented with88

a multiple choice question, offering a choice of m ∈ N \ {1}89

answers (we use the standard mathematical notation where N90

is the set of natural numbers, R is the set of real numbers,91

and R = R
⋃ {−∞}⋃ {+∞} ). Each player picks a simple92

answer (the one s/he thinks is the correct one) and gives a93

prediction in terms of probabilities about the distribution of m94

answers within R.3 More precisely, we present the answer of95

2This means that each of the duels results in a transfer of points between
players. The order of duels is not important, and there is no interdependence
of duels. Although for each of the players her/his duels occur in a sequence,
the procedure can be implemented so that different set of players engage in
duels simultaneously.

3The latter question is usually asked in the following way: “please estimate
the percentage of your peers who will choose answer k”, and the question is
repeated for each k = 1,..,m.

a player r ∈ R as a pair of ordered probability vectors 96

((xr
1, . . . , xr

m); (yr
1, . . . , yr

m)); (1) 97

where xr
1, . . . , xr

m ∈ {0, 1} , and yr
1, . . . , yr

m ∈ [0, 1] such that 98∑m
k=1 xr

k = 1 and
∑m

k=1 yr
k = 1. Exactly one of xr

k is equal 99

to one (the non-zero term which corresponds to the selected 100

answer), while (yr
1, . . . , yr

m) is a probability distribution on 101

{1, 2, . . . , m}. As a consequence, answers of all the players 102

can be presented as a (finite or infinite) matrix (X; Y ); it is of 103

the order card(R)×2m and its rth row, r ∈ R, is given by (1). 104

We want to assign a numerical score to each player based 105

on (X; Y ), denoted 106

ur = ur (X; Y ) ; (2) 107

for player r ∈ R. Eventually, we expect our scores to be real- 108

valued, but here at the outset we shall not restrict ourselves 109

and in principle we allow even for infinite values, i.e. 110

ur (X; Y ) ∈ R. (3) 111

A. The Score in Bayesian Truth Serum 112

To develop the formula for the score, we shall use the nota- 113

tion
∑

s∈R in both finite and infinite case. If R is finite, then 114∑
s∈R has its usual meaning of the sum over all elements of R. 115

We define x := (x1, . . . , xm) where xk := 1
card(R)

∑
s∈R x S

k , 116

for k = 1,…,m.It is easy to see that xk represent arithmetic 117

means of X-columns. We also define ŷ := (ŷ1, . . . , ŷm) where 118

ln (ŷk) := 1
card(R)

∑
s∈R ln(ys

k) for k = 1,…,m. Here ŷk are 119

geometric means of Y -columns. 120

If R is infinite, then we write R = ⋃
n∈N

Rn , where 121

card (Rn) = n, and the meaning of
∑

s∈R is in the sense 122

of limn→∞
∑

s∈Rn
; the notation comes together with the 123

assumption that the limit exists within R. We extend the 124

definition of x := (x1, . . . , xm) so that we define 125

xk := limn→∞
1

n

∑

s∈Rn
xs

k . 126

Similarly, we extend the definition of ŷ := (ŷ1, . . . , ŷm) by 127

defining 128

ln (ŷk) := limn→∞
1

n

∑

s∈Rn

ln(ys
k). 129

Using the notation above, the respondent’s BTS score in [1] 130

is defined as 131

ur (X; Y) :=
∑m

k=1
xr

k ln
xk

ŷk
+

∑m

k=1
xk ln

yr
k

xk
; (4) 132

where r ∈ R. The first part of the sum is called the information 133

score, while the second one is called the prediction score [1]. 134

B. Bayesian Truth Serum in Applications 135

BTS method can be applied in survey settings, as explained 136

in [1]. In applications, this algorithm works as follows: 137

1) It is explained to the respondents that they will be 138

rewarded according to the BTS scoring rule. The rule 139

itself is not explained, except that the respondents are 140

told that it is incentive compatible. 141
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2) Respondents are asked to report their answer from m142

offered alternatives. For a chosen respondent r this will143

create the vector (xr
1, . . . , xr

m).144

3) Respondents are asked to predict how others will choose.145

This will create the vector (yr
1, . . . , yr

m) for the respon-146

dent r .147

4) Respondents are rewarded according to the BTS scoring148

rule (outlined in (4)).149

It was shown in [1] that the BTS scoring rule is budget bal-150

anced, and allows a strict Nash equilibrium in which everyone151

responds honestly. It is shown in [1] and [6] that rank-ordering152

respondents by their BTS score is the same as rank-ordering153

them by their posterior probability for the realized state of154

nature. In [19] it was experimentally demonstrated that BTS155

alters respondents’ behavior in the desired direction, which156

makes it suitable for survey applications.157

C. A Bayesian Framework and Ranking of Players158

For theoretical studies of BTS, the following Bayesian159

framework is assumed. We assume that respondents are pre-160

sented via a family (V (r) : r ∈ R) of random variables161

taking values in {1, . . . , m}. We also assume that there is a162

random variable �, the actual state of nature, with finitely163

many values N . It is standard to assume that (V (r) : r ∈ R)164

are �-conditionally i.i.d. Hence, the complete probability165

distribution of the system is given via the distribution of the166

2-dimensional random vector (V (r0) ,�) (notice that we can167

take any r0 ∈ R here due to �-conditional i.i.d. assumption).168

Obviously, this distribution is given as a m × N probability169

matrix Q. In particular, the probabilities170

p jk := P (V (r) = j, V (s) = k) , r �= s171

do not depend on the choice of r and s, as long as r �= s; r, s ∈172

R. Within this Bayesian framework the theoretical analysis of173

the system is done under the assumption that the values yr
j174

are given through Bayesian updating (see, for example [6] for175

details). More precisely, assuming that xr
k = 1, we have176

yr
j = P (V (r) = j |V (s) = k) = p jk

∑m
l=1 plk

.177

We can write xr
k = 1 as V (r) = k. Notice that the vectors178

(xr
k) and (yr

j ) allow us to compute the BTS payoff ur (X; Y)179

to player r . Then, it can be shown that (see [1] and [19]),180

ur = ur (X; Y) = ln (P (� = i0 | V (r) = k))181

−
m∑

j=1

P (V (r) = j | � = i0) ln(P(� = i0|V (r) = j));182

where i0 denoted the true state of nature and card (R) = ℵ0.183

In particular, the above formula shows that for the infinite set184

of respondents BTS is increasing in the posterior probabilities,185

a property called Posterior Ranking or PstRn. However, PstRn186

does not hold with finitely many players. We now identify187

a property that is equivalent to PstRn with infinitely many188

players, which will hold also in the finite case under our189

mechanism.190

For simplicity, let us turn to the binary case where m = 2.191

We denote possible answers as Y and N . We also assume192

that there are two states of nature “True” and “False”. 193

We identify states of nature with distributions on (Y,N), 194

i.e. “True” = (T, 1-T) and “False” = (F,1-F), where T,F ∈ 195

(0,1) and T �= F . Observe that T = P(V (r) = Y |� = True) 196

and analogous formula holds for F . We also denote P(� = 197

True) as P(T ) and P(� = False) as P (F) . 198

We introduce the property of “being modest to oneself”, 199

called Mds, defined as, for player r, 200

T

yr
Y

>
1 − T

ys
N

; 201

where xr
Y = 1, r �= s and xs

N = 1. This condition 202

essentially considers how players predict the share of their 203

chosen answers compared to the realized percentage. Player r 204

satisfies Mds if she underestimates the share of her chosen 205

answer Y more than the player s does for his chosen answer N. 206

In that sense the player r is more “modest”. 207

We also introduce the property “being generous to others”, 208

called Gen, by 209

T

ys
Y

>
1 − T

yr
N

; 210

where xr
Y = 1, r �= s and xs

N = 1. While Mds considers 211

how players predict the percentage of people who choose the 212

same answer as them, the condition Gen considers how players 213

predict the share of the opposite answer. Player r satisfies 214

Gen if her prediction of the opposite answer N is closer to 215

the real percentage compared to what player s predicts for 216

the answer Y. In other words, the player r underestimates 217

her non-chosen answer less than player s underestimates his 218

non-chosen answer. In this sense player r is more “generous” 219

than player s. 220

Observe that Mds and Gen can both be interpreted as “the 221

player has selected a surprisingly common answer”. 222

An elementary calculation shows that we have 223

pY Y = T 2 P (T ) + F2 P (F) 224

pY N = pNY = T (1 − T )P (T ) + F(1 − F)P (F) 225

pN N = (1 − T )2 P (T ) + (1 − F)2 P (F) . 226

Furthermore, we have, for xr
Y = 1, 227

yr
Y = T 2 P (T ) + F2 P (F)

T P (T ) + F P (F)
; 228

and, similarly, for xr
N = 1, 229

yr
N = (1 − T )2 P (T ) + (1 − F)2 P (F)

(1 − T )P (T ) + (1 − F)P (F)
. 230

It is now a straightforward algebraic calculation to check that 231

under the assumptions that r, s ∈ R, r �= s, xr
Y = 1, xs

N = 1 232

we have 233

ur > us (5) 234

⇔ P (�=True | V (r)=Y) > P (�=True | V (s) = N) (6) 235

⇔ T > F (7) 236

⇔ T

yr
Y

>
1 − T

ys
N

⇔ T

ys
Y

>
1 − T

yr
N

. (8) 237
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Observe that the first and the second equivalence do not238

make sense if we are not within a stochastic framework. The239

first equivalence is PstRn. Hence, we have five equivalent240

conditions, one of which is BTS. However, in the finite case,241

the above equivalences do not all hold. We will show below242

that in our deterministic mechanism (“game of duels”) the Gen243

equivalence remains and it is valid both in the finite and the244

infinite case.245

III. A SYSTEM OF CONDITIONS246

We will develop a system of conditions that results in247

scores (4). In our approach players get ranked via simultaneous248

conceptual duels. Each duel has a “challenger”, player r ∈ R,249

and an “offender”, player s ∈ R.4 We denote such duel250

as r → s. Each respondent plays a duel with every other251

respondent, including oneself.252

Each duel r → s ends with a transfer of points from player253

r to player s. We denote the number of transferred points by254

T r→s = T r→s (X; Y ) ∈ R. (9)255

We can think of positive T r→s as the winning case for256

the offender, while negative T r→s means that the challenger257

prevails. All the possible duels are to be performed (including258

the duel with oneself) in order to determine scores ur for all259

respondents r ∈ R. In particular, if R is finite, there will be260

[card(R)]2 duels.261

Let us introduce the basic rule for a duel. For every r ∈ R262

the score ur equals the number of received points minus the263

number of given points, i.e.264

ur =ur (X, Y)=
∑

s∈R
T s→r (X; Y )−

∑

s∈R
T r→s (X; Y )265

(10)266

There are two immediate important consequences of (10).267

First, assuming that all the sums are finite-valued (which is268

the only interesting case), the duel is a zero-sum game,269

∑

r∈R
ur =

∑

r∈R

∑

s∈R
T s→r −

∑

r∈R

∑

s∈R
T r→s =0.270

(11)271

The second consequence of (10) is that the description of272

ur reduces to the description of T r→s . We will present a set of273

seven conditions about T r→s that generate BTS algorithm (4).274

For each condition we give an intuitive justification (which275

may include some ideas from statistics) and a formal statement276

(which is always going to be deterministic).277

The first six conditions are natural to impose and their278

combined effect will be that, for every r, s ∈ R, for some279

function P we have280

T r→s (X; Y ) =
m∑

k=1

xs
k P

(
xk; yr

k

) ;281

where xk is the sample mean. The seventh condition will282

be the additivity condition, which will reduce the above283

representation to BTS.284

4We use traditional duel terminology, where one player (offender) offends
the other (challenger), who in turn challenges the first player to a duel

Our first condition is very much in the spirit of medieval 285

duels. We can interpret it as “the offender chooses the play- 286

ground for the duel”. 287

Condition 1: The challenger r will transfer points to the 288

offender s based on the x answer of the offender s. More 289

precisely, for every r, s ∈ R and for every k ∈ {1, . . . , m} 290

there exists a number Prs
k (X; Y ) ∈ R such that 291

T r→s (X; Y ) =
∑m

k=1
xs

k Prs
k (X; Y ) . (12) 292

Observe that Condition 1 reduces our analysis from T r→s
293

to Prs
k . Observe also that, for every s ∈ R, there is exactly 294

one k ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that xs
k = 1. Hence, we can think of 295

that k as being the function of s, i.e. k = k(s). It follows then 296

that (12) becomes 297

T r→s (X; Y ) = Prs
k(s)(X; Y ). (13) 298

In order to understand the second condition, we introduce the 299

following partition of R 300

Rk := {s ∈ R|xs
k = 1}, k = 1, . . . , m. (14) 301

Obviously, the partition R = R1
⋃

. . . .
⋃

Rm is a function 302

of X . Fix k for a moment and consider Rk , which is a subset of 303

players who choose the same answer k. In general, the number 304

of points Prs
k may vary as s changes within Rk . The purpose 305

of our second condition is to prevent this from happening, i.e. 306

that condition can be thought of as “the egalitarian principle 307

within Rk .” 308

Condition 2: Given r ∈ R and k ∈ {1, . . . , m} we have 309

s, s
′ ∈ Rk ⇒ Prs

k (X; Y ) = Prs
′

k (X; Y ). 310

Condition 2 says that if offenders s, s
′ ∈ R choose the same 311

answer, then in the duels with all challengers they will receive 312

the same number of points. Observe that Condition 2 includes 313

even the cases when for some k the set Rk may be an empty 314

set; in this case the implication in Condition 2 is true, since 315

the premise of the implication is never true. Using a slight 316

abuse of notation (think of k = k(s)), Condition 2 implies 317

that 318

Prs
k (X; Y ) = Pr

k (X; Y ). (15) 319

In order to understand the third condition, observe that by 320

choosing the answer k, the offender s decides (given that r 321

is known) on a type of function Pr
k that will be used in the 322

duel r → s. However, the Pr
k will in general still depend on 323

(X; Y ). Our next condition can be thought of as strengthening 324

Condition 1. The offender s chooses the playground k, and in 325

doing so it reduces the variable dependence accordingly. 326

Condition 3: For every r ∈ R and for every k ∈ {1, . . . , m}, 327

Pr
k (X; Y ) = Pr

k ((xq
k )q∈R; (yq

k )q∈R). 328

Next we turn to Condition 4 which has a deterministic form, 329

but which can be justified using some ideas from statistics. 330

One of the main problems in statistical analysis is to make 331

inference about some unknown parameter θ . The inference 332

is based on the information given in a sample X1, . . . , Xn . 333

If t is a sufficient statistic for θ , then whenever we have two 334

sample points x = (x1, . . . , xn) and x ′ = (x ′
1, . . . , x ′

n) with 335
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the property T (x) = T (x
′
), then the inference about θ is the336

same regardless whether x or x ′ is observed. A typical example337

is a Bernoulli sample in which the sufficient statistics for the338

probability of success is the sample mean.339

We argue here that the X-part of our data is akin340

to the Bernoulli sample set-up. We are interested in341

ω = (ω1, . . . , ωn), where ωk gives the actual fraction of the342

population that thinks k is the correct answer to the original343

question. Hence, since we are interested in ωk , then the344

average value gives as much information about ωk as the entire345

k-th column of the matrix X, i.e. (xq
k )q∈R . Therefore, we term346

our fourth condition “the data reduction principle for X”.347

Condition 4: For every r ∈ R and for every k ∈ {1, . . . , m},348

Pr
k

((
xq

k

)
q∈R ; (

yq
k

)
q∈R

)
= Pr

k (xk; (yq
k )q∈R).349

Our second data reduction principle deals with Y. Our350

conditions so far provided the offender s with the advantage351

to “choose the playground” k. In the next condition we give352

an advantage to the challenger r by giving him/her an option353

to “choose the weapon”. We can think of it as allowing the354

challenger to select some information from the k th column of355

Y in order to predict ωk . We assume that the challenger is356

very self-confident and uses only his/her own choice yr
k . This357

gives us the data reduction principle for Y .358

Condition 5: For every r ∈ R and for every k ∈ {1, . . . , m},359

Pr
k (xk; (yq

k )q∈R) = Pr
k (xk; yr

k ).360

Observe that our conditions have reduced a function defined361

on a matrix (X; Y ) to a function defined on a pair of numbers362

(xk; yr
k ) which are between 0 and 1. However, at this level of363

generality we still allow the form of the function to change364

with r or with k (i.e. the function can vary with the choice365

of different players or responses). A system that would allow366

for such level of generality would not be very practical, as for367

every k and every r we would have a different function Pr
k .368

Hence we opt for a more robust selection and introduce the369

following “universality condition”.370

Condition 6: There exists a function P : [0, 1]×[0, 1] → R371

such that for every r ∈ R and for every k ∈ {1, . . . , m} we372

have Pr
k = P.373

In other words, Condition 6 ensures that function Pr
k is the374

same for every player r and for every answer k.375

To recap, the first six conditions imply that, for every376

r, s ∈ R377

T r→s (X; Y ) =
∑m

k=1
xs

k P
(
xk; yr

k

)
. (16)378

Remark on Ranking of Players: Consider a finite set R and379

a function P given by380

P (x, y) = 1

card(R)
[ f (x) − f (y)] ;381

where f : (0, 1) → R. For the purpose of this discussion, let382

us also assume that the same x response implies the same383

y response, i.e., (xr
k = 1 = xs

k ⇒ yr
j = ys

j for every384

j ∈ {1, . . . m}). Then, we can use notation yk
j = yr

j for385

xr
k = 1. It is not difficult to calculate ur for xr

k = 1. We386

obtain 387

ur = f (xk) −
∑m

l=1
xl f

(
yk

l

)
−

∑m

l=1
xl( f (xl) − f

(
yk

l

)
). 388

Consider now the case m = 2, with two answers being Y 389

and N. To simplify notation, denote xY by p, yY
Y by y, and y N

Y 390

by z. If xr
Y = 1, then we denote ur by uY (and similarly for 391

uN ). Observe that we are in a deterministic situation, so we 392

do not have neither states of nature nor yr
j which are given by 393

Bayesian update. Hence, y, z ∈ (0, 1) with y �= z as the only 394

requirement. We then obtain 395

uY = f (p) − (p f (y) + (1 − p) f (z)) − [p ( f (p) − f (y)) 396

+ (1 − p)( f (1 − p) − f (1 − y))] 397

= (1 − p) [ f (p) − f (z) + f (1 − y) − f (1 − p)]; 398

uN = f (1 − p) − (p f (1 − y) + (1 − p) f (1 − z)) 399

− [p ( f (p)− f (z)) + (1 − p)( f (1 − p)− f (1−z))] 400

= p [ f (1 − p) − f (1 − y) + f (z) − f (p)] . 401

It follows then that 402

uY > uN ⇔ f (1 − y) − f (1 − p) > f (z) − f (p). 403

It is easier to follow the argument if we assume that f 404

is also a strictly increasing function. Observe that the above 405

condition is then essentially Gen-type condition, in the sense 406

that Y player has a higher score if and only if she predicts 407

the opposite answer more generously (in the sense of an f 408

increment) than N player predicts the opposite answer. 409

If we want to have exactly the Gen condition, then we need 410

the “same f increments”, i.e., we need f (x1) − f (x2) = 411

f ( x1
x2

). In other words, we need the additivity property. Inter- 412

estingly enough, this property works even more generally, and 413

our last condition takes this point into consideration. 414

Before turning back to our condition system, let us observe 415

that in a deterministic framework, i.e., when y, z ∈ (0, 1) 416

with y �= z, conditions Gen and Mds are not equivalent. 417

Given p ∈ (0, 1), Mds says that p/
y > (1 − p)/

z, which 418

is equivalent to z >
(
(1 − p)

/
p

)
y. On the other hand, 419

Gen says that p/
z > (1 − p)

/
(1 − y), which is equivalent to 420

z <
(

p/
(1 − p)

)
(1 − y) . 421

Let us now turn our attention to the last and the most 422

demanding condition. In order to justify it, we borrow ideas 423

from information theory5. Consider two identical games of 424

duels with the same players participating, with transfers 425

P
(

xi
k; yri

k

)
, i = 1, 2. Assume each player chooses an alterna- 426

tive in the second game independently from his choice in the 427

first game, and independently of each other. Also consider a 428

hypothetical “combined” third game that considers the pair 429

alternatives the players have made in the first two games. 430

Denote by xkl the proportion of the players choosing alterna- 431

tive (k,l). If the number of players is large, under independence 432

assumption we have approximately xkl = xl
k · x2

l . Then, 433

the additivity condition translates into a “scaling of transfers” 434

5In particular, one may consult a chapter on a measure of information in [20]
with the emphasis on section 1.2.
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condition: the corresponding transfers in the combined game435

should be equal to the sum of transfers in the two original436

games. In other words, if a game is composed of (independent)437

subgames, the transfers should scale at the same rate as the438

number of subgames.439

As in [20] we exclude the case of zero and treat it separately440

(see also [1]). Hence, we introduce the additivity property441

condition in the following form.442

Condition 7: The restriction P|〈0 ,1]×〈0 ,1] of the function443

P given in (12) is a continuous function such that, for every444

u ∈ 〈0 , 1], P (u; u) = 0, and for every u1, u2, v1, v2 ∈ 〈0 , 1],445

P(u1u2; v1v2) = P(u1; v1) + P(u2; v2).446

Observe that if the selected “playground information” of447

the offender results in xk which is exactly equal to the “chal-448

lenger information”, then the natural outcome is “a draw”,449

i.e. P (u, u) = 0. As in Shannon theory, the consequence of450

Condition 7 is the following well-known result:451

Lemma: If h : 〈0 , 1] → R is continuous and such that,452

for every u, v ∈ 〈0 , 1], h (uv) = h (u) + h (v) , then h (u) =453

a · ln(u), where a = −h(e−1).454

Recall that the additivity property is very strong. The455

conclusion of the lemma follows even with much milder456

requirements than continuity on function h; for example it is457

sufficient to require monotonicity or measurability. Although458

this would allow us to reduce the requirement on continuity459

given in Condition 7, in order to avoid unnecessary mathemat-460

ical intricacies we presented Condition 7 in the above form.461

The lemma implies:462

Corollary: If a functionP : 〈0 , 1] × 〈0 , 1] → R satisfies463

Condition 7, then there exists a ∈ R such that, for every u, v ∈464

〈0 , 1], P (u; v) = a · ln
( u

v

)
.465

Proof : Take u1 = u, u2 = 1, v1 = v, v2 = 1 in466

Condition 7. We obtain P (u; v) = P (u; 1) + P (1; v) . We467

start with the function u → P(u; 1). If we apply Condition 7468

with v1 = v2 = 1, we obtain469

P (u1u2; 1) = P (u1; 1) + P (u2; 1) .470

Hence, u → P(u; 1) satisfies the requirement of the lemma.471

We conclude that there exists a ∈ R such that P (u; 1) =472

a · ln (u).473

Consider now the function v → P(1; v). If we apply474

Condition 7 with u1 = u2 = 1, we obtain475

P (1; v1v2) = P (1; v1) + P (1; v2) .476

Again, using the lemma we conclude that there exists b ∈ R477

such that P (1; v) = b · ln(v).478

Finally, using P (u; u) = 0 and P (u; u) = P (u; 1) +479

P (1; u) = a · ln(u) + b · ln(u), we obtain b = −a. Hence, for480

every u, v ∈ 〈0 , 1], it follows P (u; v) = a · ln
( u

v

)
.481

Q.E.D.482

Remark: We need to decide on a particular choice of the483

normalizing constant a ∈ R from the previous corollary.484

Suppose for the moment that the challenger r has selected485

yr
k = 1, for some k. This implies yr

l = 0 for all l �= k, i.e.486

the challenger has put his entire trust on k. If, in this case,487

“the playground chosen by the offender” is indeed k, then it 488

is the challenger who should earn points in this duel. More 489

precisely, if 0 < u < 1, then P (u, 1) < 0, and it follows that 490

a > 0. (17) 491

What is then the natural choice for the constant a? This is 492

now just the matter of normalization. Suppose for the moment 493

that all offenders have chosen playground k. In that case the 494

challenger would receive in total6 −a · card(R) · P(xk; 1) 495

points in the finite case, and −a(Rn) · card(Rn) · P(xk; 1) 496

points in the infinite case. It is natural to normalize so that 497

the total is −P(xk; 1) points. Hence we define the constant a 498

to be 499

a = 1

card(R)
in the finite case, or 500

a (Rn) = 1

card(Rn)
in the infinite case. (18) 501

Theorem 1. If the scoring system satisfies Conditions 1-7 502

and condition (18), then the resulting system is the Bayesian 503

Truth Serum algorithm, i.e,. ur satisfies (4). 504

Proof: Without loss of generality we present the proof for 505

the finite case. In the infinite case we can use exactly the same 506

proof under the limit sign 1
n

∑
s∈Rn

. 507

Using (12) and the Corollary, we obtain 508

ur = ur (X, Y) =
∑

s∈R
T s→r (X; Y ) −

∑

s∈R
T r→s (X; Y ) 509

=
∑

s∈R

m∑

k=1

xr
k

1

card (R)

(

ln
xk

ys
k

)

510

−
∑

s∈R

m∑

k=1

xs
k

1

card (R)

(

ln
xk

yr
k

)

. 511

The first sum becomes 512

∑

s∈R

m∑

k=1

xr
k

1

card (R)

(
ln (xk) − ln

(
ys

k

))
513

=
m∑

k=1

xr
k

[
1

card (R)

∑

s∈R

ln (xk) − 1

card (R)

∑

s∈R

ln
(
ys

k

)
]

. 514

Since the choice of k depends on r (not on s), we obtain 515

1

card (R)

∑

s∈R

ln (xk) = ln (xk) . 516

On the other hand, 517

1

card (R)

∑

s∈R

ln
(
ys

k

) = ln
(
ŷk

)
. 518

It follows that the first sum equals
∑m

k=1 xr
k ln

(
xk
ŷk

)
, i.e. equals 519

the information score in (4). For the second sum we obtain 520

−
∑

s∈R

m∑

k=1

xs
k

1

card (R)

(

ln
xk

yr
k

)

=
∑

s∈R

m∑

k=1

xs
k

1

card (R)
ln

yr
k

xk
521

=
m∑

k=1

ln
yr

k

xk

(
1

card (R)

m∑

k=1

xs
k

)

=
m∑

k=1

xk ln
yr

k

xk
. 522

6In total here means from all the offenders.
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This is equal to prediction score in (4).523

Q.E.D.524

Remark: We would like to emphasize a parallelism525

between “entropy ↔ information” vs. “BTS ↔ informa-526

tion/prediction”. This parallelism does not mean that one can527

be constructed from the other.528

First, observe that entropy can be constructed in a similar529

way, as the one described in this paper. Instead of (X; Y )530

data, consider only (X). Instead of playing duels both ways,531

consider r only as a “challenger” (one can think of it as r532

“collecting” information data from other players). Hence533

ur (X) = −
∑

s∈R
T r→s (X).534

Suppose that transfers, now only functions of X, satisfy the535

conditions analogous to the first six conditions in this paper,536

i.e., we end up with a function P (x) . Impose the last condition537

on P to be the usual additivity condition. Using the same538

calculation as in the proof of the previous theorem, we obtain539

that540

ur (X) = −
∑m

k=1
xk ln(xk),541

which is the entropy of X . The difference between the input542

data, i.e. (X,Y) vs. only (X), is a crucial one. Consider the BTS543

with the case where Y “does not reveal anything new”. More544

precisely, yr
k = 1

m for every k and r (this, of course, is only for545

academic purpose). It is then easy to check that, with xr
k0

= 1546

for a particular k0 and r , BT Sr = entropy (xk) + ln(xk0
).547

Observe that the correction factor ln(xk0 ) is precisely the one548

required to keep the zero sum game property.549

Secondly, it is also possible to connect entropy somewhat550

more directly with the BTS in the following way. From the six551

conditions we obtain the form P (X, Y ). Assume that we can552

separate the variables; say P (x, y) = H (x) − G(y). Impose553

a natural condition that “prediction = actual information” is554

a draw, i.e., that P (a, a) = 0. Obviously then H = G.555

Imposing any entropy-like condition on the second sum (it556

could be the additivity of G, the proper scoring rule, or even557

the truth-incentive condition if one wants to work within the558

Bayesian framework), it can be shown that G is the log559

function (up to a linear transformation). Consequently, as in560

the proof of the theorem it follows that ur (X) = BT Sr (up561

to a linear transformation).562

IV. CONCLUSION563

The Bayesian truth serum has been successfully tested564

on human subjects and in a variety of settings in terms of565

incentive-compatibility for truth-telling. However, there are566

situations where telling the truth is not a major issue, but567

the ranking system is. Moreover, BTS can also be applied568

in contexts where players are machines (for example measur-569

ing information-prediction capability in meteorology, finance,570

medicine, etc.). In those cases the implementation would shift571

from truth-telling to ranking systems.572

Our ranking is based on a new deterministic mechanism573

called a “game of duels.” There is a large subfamily of those574

mechanisms in which the ranking of players in the binary575

case is essentially equivalent to a property we call Gen, 576

which, in the case of infinitely many players, is equivalent 577

to ranking by posterior probabilities. This is similar to the 578

information-cost analysis in which there are many families of 579

functions that will fulfill most properties of standard entropy 580

(so called “sub-exponential” functions can be used instead 581

of entropy; see [21] and the references therein). However, 582

if one wants the additivity property of the uncertainty measure 583

(see [20] for details), then one ends with the standard entropy. 584

Similarly, if one wants additivity for the transfer of points in 585

the game of duels, one ends up with BTS. In future research, 586

it would be of interest to study whether additivity can be 587

replaced by incentive compatibility in a stochastic setting with 588

infinitely many players without additional assumptions that we 589

impose. 590
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